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Abstract

Keyword spotting (KWS) has become a hot topic in speech processing due to the rise of commercial applications based on voice command detection, such as voice assistants. Like tasks in computer vision, natural language processing, and even speech processing, most current successful approaches for KWS rely on deep learning. However, differently from all those tasks, there is a lack of large-scale datasets designed for training and evaluating deep learning models for KWS. The current work presents SiDi KWS, a public large-scale multilingual dataset currently composed of 24.3 million audio recordings of labeled single-spoken keywords. It intends to boost the development of new KWS systems, especially those based on deep learning. That dataset has been created by applying automatic forced alignment on public datasets of transcribed speech. This work introduces SiDi KWS and KeywordMiner, an open-source framework used to generate that dataset, to benefit the speech processing research community.
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1. Introduction

Keyword spotting (KWS) corresponds to the task of detecting a target spoken keyword in speech utterances [1]. It is a core component of many speech processing applications, such as spoken document retrieval [2, 3] and voice control systems [4, 5, 6]. The latest include conversational agents (e.g., Siri, Alexa, Bixby), which have been incorporated into many smart devices over the past decade. Those agents rely on KWS to trigger their core functionalities once their predefined wake-up keyword is spoken by the user. KWS, therefore, plays a vital role in the user experience for those applications.

Due to the relevance of KWS for commercial applications based on voice interfaces, that task has received a lot of attention from the speech processing and machine learning communities in the past few years [7, 8, 9]. That emphasis is in part boosted by the unique constraints usually involved in KWS applications, mainly the focus on detecting only a small set of target keywords and the need of performing fewer computations [10]. The latest rises from the use of KWS in low-power edge devices in an always-listening mode [11]. Modern approaches for KWS apply a single classifier on spectral representations of audio segments extracted from the input stream (e.g., log-Mel spectrograms, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients). Since the rise of deep learning in the previous decade, classifiers based on deep neural networks (DNN) have become the most successful approaches for solving KWS [12, 13, 14, 6]. More specifically, convolution neural networks (CNN) have been successful in solving that task. By sharing weights in their input space, those networks can model their spectral input’s local correlations in time and frequency. At the same time, sharing weights reduces the number of parameters necessary for the network to become invariant to input translations when compared to fully-connected networks [13]. In fact, KWS is only one of many tasks that benefit from CNN’s architectures, including tasks from fields other than speech processing, such as computer vision [15], weather forecasting [16] and biomedicine [17].

Due to their data-hungry nature, deep learning models demand a large number of training samples to solve machine learning tasks. The more training samples are provided to a deep learning model and the more diverse those samples are, the lower tends to be its training and testing errors [18]. The recent rise of deep learning is partially justified by the high availability of structured and formatted data [19, 20, 21]. However, collecting, organizing, and formatting large datasets from scratch is a laborious task. That is why large public datasets play a vital role in the advance of deep learning research, as observed in the fields of computer vision [22, 23], natural language processing [24, 25], and speech processing [26, 27]. By having access to those datasets, researchers can focus their effort on designing better learning algorithms without worrying about collecting new data. Additionally, it becomes easier to benchmark algorithms and track how a particular research field advances. Finally, models trained on those datasets can be used as the starting point for developing commercial models, given the use of proper transfer learning techniques [28].

Although KWS research shares many of the deep learning approaches observed in other tasks from different fields (e.g., CNN [13], residual blocks [29], and attention mechanisms [30]), it still lacks large public datasets. Differently from the large datasets publicly available for tasks such as image classification [22], object detection [23], and even automatic speech recognition [26], the majority of public datasets for KWS currently available are small and have low diversity, either in terms of vocabulary [31] as well as in languages [10] and speakers [32]. This work introduces SiDi KWS, a large-scale multilingual public dataset of labeled single-spoken keywords. That is the current largest public KWS dataset in terms of the number of audio samples and has a large vocabulary. The recordings that compose that dataset were extracted from popular public transcribed speech datasets (i.e., LibriSpeech [26], Mozilla Common Voice [27] and MultiLingual LibriSpeech (MLS) [33]). Given the original speech audio files and their transcriptions, the segmentation of the single keywords was performed via forced alignment, by using the public tool Montreal Forced Aligner [34]. The process of loading those transcribed speech datasets, performing the forced alignment, segmenting the keywords, and exporting their labeled audio files was implemented during this work as an open-source framework named Keyword Miner. Overall, this work has the following goals:

- Introduce SiDi KWS, the largest public dataset for keyword spotting.
- Present Keyword Miner, the open-source framework used to generate SiDi KWS.
The remaining of this document is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the concept of forced alignment, describes the framework Keyword Miner and details the use of that framework to generate the dataset SiDi KWS; section 3 presents some statistics about that dataset and analyses it. Finally, section 4 summarizes how the KWS research community can benefit from the contributions presented by this work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Forced Alignment

2.1.1. Background

Forced Alignment refers to the task of aligning a speech recording with its phonetic transcription [35]. Methods for forced alignment usually rely on automatic speech recognition (ASR) to derive word-level labeling from an audio file given its transcription and a lexical list from its corpus (i.e., a dictionary of pronunciations) [36]. One application of forced alignment is the automatic segmentation of transcribed speech. It has allowed the creation of large training datasets for ASR systems, especially for languages spoken by fewer people [37].

There are popular tools designed to solve that task [38, 39, 40]. Typically, such tools differ on the architectural level and most of them provide pre-trained acoustic models to align utterances based on different languages. Others also provide the choice to train an acoustic model from the ground up with different datasets [34].

2.1.2. MFA

Montreal Forced Aligner (MFA) [34] is an open-source aligner built on top of Kaldi [41], an open-source ASR toolkit. In the background, it implements a Gaussian Mixture Model-Hidden Markov Model to identify utterances. As the audio feature representation, it uses Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). MFA supports the alignment of audio datasets either by training an acoustic model from scratch or by using pre-trained acoustic models attached to its online documentation. Along with the input audio files, MFA must receive their respective transcriptions as text files with the lab extension as well as the phoneme dictionary (i.e., lexicon) from the language to be aligned. The tool outputs the aligned utterances in text files with the TextGrid extension.

2.2. Keyword Miner

To automate the application of MFA on public datasets of transcribed audio files, this work implemented Keyword Miner: an open-source framework that outputs audio clips of single-spoken keywords segmented via MFA from input datasets of transcribed speech. Figure 1 illustrates its operation. The next subsections describe its components.

2.2.1. Dataset Preprocessing

This block is composed of the abstract class Dataset, which interfaces the framework with the implementation of different input speech datasets. It is responsible for arranging the input transcriptions into lab files, which correspond to the transcription of each single input audio file. This same block also converts the audio files to the WAV format and standardizes their sample rate to 16 kHz.

2.2.2. Aligner

The lab and WAV files generated by the previous block are fed into the aligner block, which runs MFA in the background. Given those files, along with the desired acoustic model and lexicon file, MFA runs its ASR to align the utterances to their transcripts. Afterward, it exports a TextGrid file for each input audio file. Each TextGrid file stores the alignment pair (keyword, timestamp), where the timestamp marks the beginning and the end of its respective keyword.

2.2.3. Segmenter

Finally, given the outputs obtained in the previous steps, this block segments each keyword within the WAV files based on their respective TextGrid files. Those segmented keywords are exported as audio clips of single-spoken keywords, named with their respective label and creation timestamp. Keyword Miner uses Librosa [42] to both segment and export those audio clips.

2.3. SiDi KWS Creation

SiDi KWS was generated by running Keyword Miner based on the following resources:

- Input transcribed speech datasets: LibriSpeech [26], Mozilla Common Voice [27] and MLS [33].

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of Keyword Miner framework pipeline, used to generate SiDi KWS.
Figure 2: Spectrograms of audio recordings in four languages randomly drawn from SiDi KWS.

- **Input lexicons**: for English and Spanish, this work considered the pre-trained models and lexicons already provided by MFA. As for French and German, new lexicons were generated from scratch by using MFA’s G2P module. Those files worked properly with the French and German acoustic models already provided that aligner.

- **Infrastructure**: this work relied on IARA Lab, the largest supercomputer for artificial intelligence applications in Latin America [43]. For each input speech dataset, KeywordMiner ran based on 128 CPU cores and 1 TB of RAM. It took approximately 720 hours to generate all the labeled recordings that compose SiDi KWS.

### 3. Results and Discussion

SiDi KWS is publicly available \(^2\) in four languages: English, French, German and Spanish. Besides the audio files in the WAV format sampled at 16kHz, it provides metadata containing the audio paths along with their respective keywords, as well as labels indicating whether each audio sample belongs to the suggested train, validation, or test sets. That split follows the ratio 80 : 10 : 10, respectively. This section details the dataset and provides relevant information regarding its main characteristics.

Figure 2 illustrates the time-frequency representation of samples of the keyword “word” spoken in all four languages covered in SiDi KWS. It is important to notice that those particular audio recordings were padded with zeros until completing one second to improve the visualization of those spectrograms. There is no silence either before or after the keywords in the original recordings, as they were extracted using the alignment information, *i.e.*, the positions in which the word begins and ends, provided by MFA.

A dataset designed for training keyword spotters based on deep learning should provide a large number of samples with a high diversity. SiDi KWS is composed of over 24.3 million audio files, from which 791 thousand represent unique keywords. This is a significant improvement in comparison to the currently public KWS datasets [10, 32, 31]. Table 1 presents the number of unique keywords per language in the dataset, along with the total number of keywords, the ratio between unique and total words, and the average ratio of recordings per keyword. Moreover, Figure 3 presents the distribution of the number of keyword recordings for each language. The language with the largest number of keywords is German, with 10.05 million samples. In terms of variety, French has prevailed, with over 285 thousand unique keywords.

A special case of KWS is the few-shot keyword spotting, in which the learning should be carried out using only a small number of training examples [44, 45]. One way to train few-shot learners is to organize the dataset into tasks, each task emulating the problem that needs to be solved [32]. Thus, if the goal is to solve a few-shot KWS problem using K available examples, each task must contain K training examples of a given word. In light of the growing interest in few-shot solutions, Table 2 presents the number of keywords in SiDi KWS that contain at least five recordings, five being a typical value in few-shot problems.

By comparing all languages against each other based on Table 1 and Table 2, it comes to light that English is the one that lacks variety the most: the percentage of unique keywords is 2.14%, whereas 46.37% of all English words repeat at least 5 times. This could be a problem for applications that prioritize a large variety of keywords regardless of how much they repeat, although it would be an advantage for applications that need different samples of the same words (*e.g.*, Meta-Learning [46]). A similar distribution can be observed for German, where 2.16% of all the keywords are unique, although the percentage of words repeating at least 5 times is the smallest among all four languages, 22.45%.

The length of the keywords, measured in characters, is distributed across the dataset as indicated in Figure 4 and the average values are presented in Table 3. The available dataset contains all the words extracted by MFA. It is led to the user to decide on filtering the audio samples by the length of their respective keywords or not. German presents most of the longest words, with an average of 8.00 characters per word and a standard deviation of 3.45.

Furthermore, SiDi KWS was also analyzed in terms of the length (in seconds) of its audio files, as shown in Table 4. In essence, the average length of the audio files falls around 0.50s, being English the language with the smaller average and standard deviation: 0.47s and 0.14s, respectively; while German presents the largest, 0.55s and 0.23s. For the whole dataset, the

\(^2\)https://michel-meneses.github.io/sidi-kws/
average length and standard deviation computed were 0.52s and 0.20s, respectively.

4. Conclusion

This work introduced SiDi KWS, a public large-scale multilingual dataset for keyword spotting, currently composed of 24.3 million labeled audio recordings of single-spoken keywords. It also presented KeywordMiner, an open-source framework specially designed to generate SiDi KWS by applying forced alignment on public datasets of transcribed speech. Both SiDi KWS and KeywordMiner are publicly shared to benefit the speech processing research community. For future work, the authors intend to increment SiDi KWS by running KeywordMiner on new public datasets of transcribed speech in different languages. It is also desired to use SiDi KWS to assess the performance of state-of-the-art keyword spotters.
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